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A bass drum, or kick drum, is a large drum that produces a note of low definite or indefinite pitch.. Bass
drums are percussion instruments and vary in size and are used in several musical genres. Three major
types of bass drums can be distinguished. The type usually seen or heard in orchestral, ensemble or concert
band music is the orchestral, or concert bass drum (in Italian: gran cas
Bass drum - Wikipedia
A bassline (also known as a bass line or bass part) is the term used in many styles of music, such as jazz,
blues, funk, dub and electronic, traditional music, or classical music for the low-pitched instrumental part or
line played (in jazz and some forms of popular music) by a rhythm section instrument such as the electric
bass, double bass, cello, tuba or keyboard (piano, Hammond organ ...
Bassline - Wikipedia
This is the first video in a series of lessons looking at the basics of bass fills. Weâ€™re going to be looking at
a simple and common four bar chord progression and working through several bass fills on the final bar of
A7.
4 Simple Bass Fills For Beginners - TalkingBass
In this second DVD lesson devoted to the guitar playing of Lightninâ€™ Hopkins, Ernie Hawkins dives into
Lightnin's early catalogue from the Aladdin and Gold Star record labels.
ErnieHawkins
Chaka Khan - "Clouds". Bass: Anthony Jackson. Though Marcus Miller and Willie Weeks also feature on
Naughty, it's Anthony Jackson who steals the show with his thundering low Cs and killer grooves.AJ pushed
bass playing into new territory on the six tracks he graces on this album, not least because he played several
of the songs on a four-string Fender bass tuned down two whole steps, in effect ...
Stevie Glasgow: Bass Transcriptions
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Musicians of the San Francisco Symphony . This website has two listings of musicians of the great San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra: - A listing of the Principal Musicians of the San Francisco Symphony with
short biographical notes and photographs. To go to this list of the Principal BSO musicians, click: Principal
Musicians of the San Francisco Symphony.
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra Musicians List
This page lists 1780 solo transcriptions that are available somewhere on the Internet. The list also includes
solos for flute,clarinet and EWI. Unless otherwise noted,all transcriptions are in the original key:tenor and
soprano solos are in Bb key,alto and baritone solos are in Eb key.
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